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Introduction 
Various types of Prior Art searching require that patent analysts identify, to the best of their abilities, all 

relevant documents from patent and non-patent repositories that are related to either an invention or a 

particular technology domain.  While this stated goal may be easy to understand, there are practical 

difficulties in ensuring that the objective is sufficiently met each time a prior art exercise is undertaken. 

As couple of the challenges while performing prior art searches are listed below. 

1. The patent analyst may not be completely conversant with the details of the invention or the 

domain in question.  Thus arriving at a comprehensive search strategy incorporating all the 

relevant keywords that capture the various aspects of the invention or domain may take a fair 

amount of study and time. 

2. The analysis team will typically be working under time constraints.  It is hence critical that the 

best search strategy be arrived at with as little iteration as possible in terms of the appropriate 

keywords to be used and the Boolean operators to be applied in the search query. 

Relecura offers two novel features to address the above challenges.  These are the “Seed Data” feature 

and the “Upload Files” / “Enter Text” feature.  These two features, when used in tandem, can assist the 

patent analyst to efficiently arrive at comprehensive and relevant search results with minimal iteration, 

time, and effort. 

Upload File / Enter Text 
To traditional way to jump-start any search is to construct a search query with appropriate keywords 

operated on by Boolean operators.  Relecura offers an alternative to this method.  Searches may be 

initiated by uploading a file or a set of files that contain details about the idea or innovation, e.g. 

“invention disclosures” used by engineers to report new ideas and inventions within the organization.  

These files may be in text, PDF or popular MS-Office formats (DOC, XLS, PPT etc.).  A maximum of five 

files may be uploaded from the main page.  Alternatively text snippets describing the idea or invention 

may be pasted into an input box, opened by clicking on “Enter Text” on the main Relecura screen, e.g. 

important description or claims from a particularly relevant patent. 
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Figure 1. “Upload File” or “Enter Text” from main Relecura interface 

Relecura processes the text of either the uploaded file/s or the text pasted into the input box, using 

techniques from text mining and machine learning to extract the key concepts and keywords within 

them.  A simple query is constructed using these extracted entities and an initial set of search results are 

presented to the user.  The extracted entities are displayed on the left panel of the search results page 

for the user to peruse and select/deselect as required.  This feature provides the user with a quick first 

cut of the key concepts and key words that may be used in subsequent queries without the need for the 

extensive reading of patents or background study.  Other features available in Relecura may now be used 

to drill down and refine this result set. 

Seed Data 
The “Seed Data” feature may be accessed from the top bar on the results page [Ref. 1].  “Seed Data” 

refers to the five most representative documents within any result set.  It is impractical to study every 

single patent document returned in a result set.  It quicker to study a smaller set of representative patent 

documents to determine the key patent parameters contained within the result set.  The “Seed Data” 

documents gives the patent analyst a better idea of the key words, concepts, and classification codes to 

be used to enhance the completeness and relevance of the search results. 

Relecura analyzes the documents within the result set to determine the top patent parameters which are 

then used to determine the “Seed Data” documents.  The parameters used to determine the “Seed 

Data”, i.e. the most relevant documents, include the top key words, concepts, IPC codes and US classes.  

Specific weights are applied to each of these parameters and each of the patent documents in the result 

are scored based on this.  The top five documents are identified based on these scores, and returned as 

the “Seed Data” documents for the set. 
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The “Seed Data” documents are displayed along with tag clouds containing the top key words, key 

concepts, IPC codes, and US classes for them.  Parameters displayed in the tag clouds may be selected on 

the “Seed Data” page and a new search may be initiated using them.  Alternatively the user may select 

parameters within the tag clouds to refine or remove a set of documents matching the parameters from 

the result set. 

Typical workflow 
1. The patent analyst begins by identifying a document or set of documents that best describe the 

idea or invention being examined. 

2. These are uploaded into Relecura using the “Upload File” feature. 

3. Alternatively the analyst can input text snippets describing the idea or invention into the “Input 

Text” box. 

4. The documents or text are processed for key words and key concepts and a result set is 

returned based on a query generated using these extracted entities. 

5. The first-cut result set returned is typically large, i.e. contains a large number of documents 

many of them may not be relevant.  The extracted key words and key concepts are displayed on 

the left panel along with other patent parameters such as IPC and US classifications.  Parameters 

may be selected/deselected to include/exclude obvious documents and the search may be re-

run to yield a more relevant set. 

6. The “Seed Data” one-click feature is used (top bar of the result display) to obtain the top five 

representative documents for this set of results. 

7. There are a few things to keep in mind while using the “Seed Data” feature to ensure best 

results. 

a. “Seed Data” operates on the result set as-is.  Make sure the result set is ordered by 

“Relevance”.  This ensures that the algorithm appropriately identifies the top patent 

parameters in the set and thus returns the best possible “Seed Data” result. 

b. Group or restrict the set as required prior to clicking on “Seed Data”.  Depending on the 

primary objective of the analysis, one could group the set by Applications / Equivalents / 

Families or restrict the set to specific geographies. 
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Case Studies 

#1 - Ball Grid Array (BGA) Packaging 
To search for patents in the technology domain of Ball Grid Array (BGA) packaging [Ref. 2], the patent 

analyst would require to have knowledge of the various concepts associated with BGA packaging, it’s 

applications and the manner in which it is described in literature (key words), and the relevant IPC codes 

and US classes.  Given below are the steps to be followed to do a prior art search using Relecura’s 

“Upload File” or “Enter Text” features in conjunction with the “Seed Data”. 

1. As described earlier, we may initiate the search with the “Upload File” feature or by inputting 

text snippets.  In this case the search has been initiated using the latter method by using the 

“Enter Text” feature.  The text from a web page describing the various facets of BGA packaging 

is used to initiate the search [Ref. 3]. 

2. Group the results as per the requirement of the search (e.g. group by Applications / Equivalents 

/ Families) and sort the results by relevance.  In this case the search results are grouped by 

Equivalents. 

3. Click on the “Seed Data” to obtain the representative documents for the set of search results 

obtained in Step 1. 

4. The specific key words, key concepts and classification codes of the “Seed Data” are typically the 

most important and may be used with appropriate Boolean operators to refine and re-run the 

search. 

5. Other Relecura features may be used to further refine the search results or drill down to sub 

technologies.  Steps 1 through 4 will help in arriving at a relevant set such that the additional 

work required will be greatly minimized. 

Screenshots of this case study are provided below to better understand the steps followed. 
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Figure 2. “Seed Data” for BGA packaging with relevant key words, key concepts, IPC codes, US classes 
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Figure 3. Search results obtained by using the key words, concepts, and classifications suggested by the “Seed Data” 

The relevant set obtained by querying based on the patent parameters suggested by the “Seed 

Data”may be further explored and graphed using Relecura’s “Explore” and “Graphs” modules. 

 

Figure 4. Top inventors for BGA packaging 
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Figure 5. Top patent asset holders (current assignees) for BGA packaging 

 

Figure 6. Filing trends for BGA packaging 

If we were further interested in sub-technologies within the result set, e.g. Thermal Efficiency within 

BGA packaging, we can restrict the overall set using appropriate key words.  The “Seed Data” feature can 

be re-run on the smaller set to identify the key patent documents and the connected key words, 

concepts, and classification codes related to the improvement of thermal efficiency in BGA packaging.  

These parameters may be used to obtain a more comprehensive set for this sub-technology. 
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Figure 7. “Seed Data” documents for Thermal Efficiency in BGA packaging with classification codes 

#2 - Nuclear Medicine Imaging 
To conduct a comprehensive prior art search in the area of Nuclear Medicine imaging, the patent analyst 

is required to have a good idea about its various modalities.  Using the “Seed Data” feature after the 

upload of a relevant file to yield an initial result set, helps the analyst identify the most important key 

words, concepts, and classifications.  This saves a significant amount of time especially in cases where 

the analyst is not well-versed in the nuances of a particular domain. 

The patent analyst initiates the search by uploading a document that describes the domain of Nuclear 

Medicine, specifically elaborating on the imaging modalities [Ref. 4].  The “Seed Data” feature is then 

used to proceed with the rest of the prior art search. 

Screenshots of this case study are provided below. 
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Figure 8. “Seed Data” for Nuclear Medicine Imaging with relevant key words, key concepts, IPC codes, US classes 

 

We can drill down into the result set to look at patent documents associated with Biomarkers used in 

Nuclear Imaging.  The result set is restricted using appropriate key words to yield patent documents 

related to biomarkers.  The “Seed Data” for this set suggests key words, concepts, and classifications that 

may be employed to run a new search to obtain a more comprehensive set for this important aspect of 

Nuclear Imaging technology. 
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Figure 9. “Seed Data” for Biomarkers in Nuclear Imaging showing key words, key concepts, IPC codes, US classes 

#3 – Medical Imaging Technologies 
The domain of Medical Imaging Technologies is extremely broad.  It includes everything from X-rays to 

Nuclear Imaging.  It is time consuming to get all the various keywords and classifications to encompass 

the entire domain.  In such cases “Seed Data” may be used to get a quick overview of the various 

technologies present in the domain.  The “Seed Data” key words, key concepts, and IPC/US 

classifications gives the patent analyst a birds-eye view of the overall landscape and helps in quickly 

collating a list of keywords, concepts, and classifications required to do an all-encompassing search of 

the domain. 
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Screenshots of this case study are displayed below.  The search was initiated by uploading and 

processing [Ref. 5] 

 

Figure 10. “Seed Data” for Medical Imaging Technologies showing key words and key concepts 

Summary 
Relecura has a couple of novel features to aid the patent analyst to quickly arrive at a comprehensive 

and relevant set of results while performing a prior art search.  The “Seed Data” feature, used together 

with the “Upload File” / “Enter Text” feature helps the analyst to identify the more representative 

documents of any result set.  The most important key words, key concepts, IPC codes, and US classes 

may be collated with ease to form precise queries.  This helps when analysts are researching domains 

that they are not completely familiar with.  In addition, these features significantly reduce the number of 
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iterations (and hence the man-hours spent) in arriving at the optimum search strategy to yield results 

that are both comprehensive and relevant. 
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About Relecura  

Relecura is the flagship product of INDUS TechInnovations. It is a web-based patent and portfolio 

analysis platform that uses a knowledge discovery framework to simplify IP analysis for prior art searches 

and IP commercialization activities. For more details visit www.relecura.com or write to us at 

info@relecura.com. 

Disclaimer 
This document is provided for information purposes only and the contents hereof are subject to change 

without notice. This document, including the information and analysis and any opinion or 

recommendation, is neither legal advice nor intended for investment purposes. This document is not 

warranted to be error-free, nor subject to any other warranties or conditions, whether expressed orally 

or implied in law, including implied warranties and conditions of merchantability or fitness for a 

particular purpose. INDUS TechInnovations specifically disclaims any liability with respect to this 

document and no contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by this document. 
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